**GATHERED IN**

(= ca. 88)

1. Gathered in from every land, women,
   men together stand filled with hope.

2. Gathered in by Christ to find every valued redefined blest the weak,
   value restored, strength a new,

3. Gathered in and freely giving’s love unmeasured, glimpse of heaven, place in time
   measured, glimpse of heaven, place in time

4. Gathered in, all dreams restored, into every spirit poured strength anew,
   dreams restored, into every spirit poured strength anew,

5. Gathered in to share the feast where the greatest and the least join as one,

   1. Searching hearts seek the peace that faith imparts.
   2. Bless the poor, bless the child in spirit pure.
   3. To increase holy wisdom, holy peace.
   4. Vision fresh, words of life from Word made flesh.
   5. Hand in hand, marching towards that promised land.

1-5. All is ready. Come to the table.
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